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We Shed Our Skin 
Like Dynamite

 
P O E T R Y  B Y

Conyer Clayton

In her debut collection of poetry, Conyer Clayton hovers in the

ether, grasping wildly for a �leeting sense of certitude. Through

experiences with addiction and co-dependence, sex and art, nature

and death, she grapples for transcendence while exploring what it

means to disengage. What is revealed when you allow yourself to

truly feel? What do you ask for to carry you into life, and where do

you land when this fails? And when you are �inally, beautifully,

emptied out, who are you? The poems in We Shed Our Skin Like

Dynamite wonder aloud amidst tangled revelations, and yearn to be

li�ted away.

 

 

Identity in crisis: seeking answers in all the wrong places.
 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

POETRY

Conyer Clayton was born and raised in Louisville, Kentucky, and
now happily calls Ottawa home. She has six chapbooks: Trust Only the
Beasts in the Water (above/ground press), /(post ghost press)
Undergrowth (bird, buried press), Mitosis (In/Words Magazine and
Press), For the Birds. For the Humans. (battleaxe press), and The Marshes
(& Co Collective, 2017). She released a collaborative album with
Nathanael Larochette, If the river stood still, in August 2018. Her work
appears in A�C, Prairie Fire, The Fiddlehead, The Maynard, Puddles of Sky
Press, and other publications. She won A�C’s 2017 Diana Brebner
Prize, placed third in Prairie Fire’s 2017 Poetry Contest, and received
honourable mention in The Fiddlehead’s 2018 poetry prize. She is a
member of the sound poetry ensemble Quatuor Gualuor, and writes
reviews for Canthius. 
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The poems in this stunning debut construct a world by
colliding its sharpest angles ... Clayton's speaker emerges
from the darkness of grief into "the space between / earth and
sky," a realm of generous possibility, where poetry begins.
—Kiki Petrosino, Author of Witch Wife and Hymn for the
Black Terrific.
 
Conyer Clayton's rich, unpredictable lines are imbued with the 
transformational traces and scars that humans, nature, and
contraptions leave on one another. Vivid sounds and images
stagger Plinko-like through these deeply personal poems that
display both murmuration and volatility. This is a book that
resonates.
—Stuart Ross, author of Motel of the Opposable Thumbs
and A Sparrow Came Down Resplendent.
 
Some of her poems are based on form, some surreal, some
are bracing lyrics -- all feature vivid images propelled by
artful repetition. Associations among the images detour
strict logic, but pull the reader or listener along to wherever
she wants to take us.
—Jean Van Loon, author of Building on River.
 

POETRY

F�OM WE SHED OUR SKIN LIKE DYNAMITE
SEEDS
 

I pray to catch on �ire, 
to get caught up 
in a mercifully
lightening storm,
 
burn my body back
to earth. The woods 
 

are overcrowded. Stillness 
lost, boardrooms and
clearings.
We competed for the sun,
 
reaching out for the last 
solar �lare, arcing slowly 
over you lying still on the
couch.

Mortgage research and
persistent fungi.
Abortions whispered 
into rotting logs and deer
hooves. 
I nearly slipped hard 
in the rain water,
the thick coating of
mustard.
Just missed 
disturbing a mosquito 
nest brimming 
 
with potential babies.
What kind of father would
you have been?

 


